WHAT IS CODEPINK?
CODEPINK is a women–initiated, US-based organization working to stop wars and militarism, and redirect resources into life–affirming programs. We are known for our peaceful, sometimes playful protests and advocacy. CODEPINK can be found at presidential speeches, in the halls of Congress, and on the streets—vigiling, chanting, protesting, and educating on alternatives to militarism.
Throw on your pink attire and start working to make our world a more just, peaceful place.
TEXT “CODEPINK” TO +1 202-759-8673 TO JOIN US!

GET INVOLVED!
DO SOME...
SIMPLE ACTIONS like calling Congress.
DARING ACTIONS like protesting at events.
COMMUNITY-BUILDING by holding a peace vigil.
SPEAKING OUT against US wars & militarism.
ORGANIZING by taking a group to your Rep.
JOINING us on Twitter & Facebook!
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